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    The idea of the surface temperatu.re is now gaining importance
in science, industry and medicine. The method of measurement
is varied and not well standardizedi. The surface temperature is
generally affected by emission and absorption of radiation, conduc-
tion and convection due to 'air and evaporation acnd condensation
of vapours. Measuring instruments now in use, such asathermo-
element or a resistance thermometer, not only interfere with these
factors, but also often give false results, i.e., the temperature
beneath or over the surface. Radiation pyrometry requires the
knowledge of emissivity.
    In the new method here proposed use is made of a thermoele-
ment2, whose measuring junction may be heated or cooled to any
temperature. A meter inserted in the element circuit naturally
indicates the temperature of the junction itself3, but can also give
the temperature of a surface, if the junction temperature has been
so adjusted, that no deflection occurs on the meter when the
junction is brought into contact with the surface`, because the
absence of deflection means the absence of temperature difference

 •1. F. C. Houghten and H. T. Olson: `Measurement of Surface Temperatures',
Te2nPeratttre, American Institute of Physics, New York, (1941), pp. 855-861.

  2. In principle a resistance thermometer or-even a liquid-in-glass thermometer
can be used as well.
  3. Judged from the mode of heating, the temperature distribution inside the junc-
tion is possibly not so uniform in actual use as when calibrated in a bath with uni-
form temperature. Error dueto. this effectmay, 1iosvever, be very small. The surface
of a. silver or copper block niaintained at a definite temperature rnay serve as a con-
ventional surface of standard temperature, especially svhen used in the same inclina-

tion as the actual surface and jusit in front of it. ,

  4. For a wet or a liquid surface a non-wetting junction should be used.
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between them. The measuring junction may conveniently be kept
constant at any temperature by metallic conduction from an elec-
trically heated wire H (type 1), or given a smoothly changing
temperature by varying the heating current or by means of a pre-
viously heated or cooled metal block B, in which the leads near
the junction have been embedded with suitable electrical insulation
(type 2), or else heated by radiation (type 3).

    Exact results may be obtained, if the temperature jump which
occurs in the junction when it touches the surface, is large for a
given temperature difference between them. Such will be the case, •
if the surface has a high thermal conductivity and a heat capacity
far exceeding that of the junction, and further if the junction has
a large contact surface, a small heat capacity and a small heat
loss due to conduction, convection and radiation, though •some of
these latter conditions are contradictory among themselves and
also with the requlrement for the junction to have sufficient me-
chanical robustness and material connection' Nvith a heat source.
As to the meter to be inserted in the thermoelement circuit we
may use a rnillivoltmeter V (less exact) or a potentiometer P (more
exact but awkward) (I), but exactitude ancl convenience can both be
achieved with 'a millivoltmeter V in the
full emf circuit and a zero instrument Vo'P G G
                                             vvsuch as a sensitive short period galvano-

meter C either in a circuit in which
the emf 'is partly compensated by the
reference junctions maintained nearly at

the saMe temperature as the measuring
junction (II), or in a circuit with emf

almost completely compensated by a sym-
metrically connected secondary thermo-
element (III). These electrical circuits
with each of the two types 1 and 2 of
measuring junction are given in the
           .figures. '

   To measure the surfaee temperatur,e
with a measuring junction type 1 we
proce,ed thus: first, adjustment of the '

  1. Such is unnecessary for the juncticn type 3.
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ble temperature, secondly, a brief contact with the surface, thirdly,

a suitable adjustment according to the magnitude and the direc-
tion of defiection ; this process is repeated until no deflection occurs.

The junction temperature finally adjusted is the- surface tempera-
ture. To make measurement with a measuring junction type 2 it
is brought to a suitable initial temperature and left to change
smoothly. Brief contacts are'then repeated regularly. At first the
deflection will decrease and pass through zero to increase again
in the opposite direction. The junction temperature corresponding
to zero defiection is the surface temperature. To be precise, the
temperature of junction type 1, which has been adjusted to T at
some distance from the surface, will alwayp change to T+dT just
before the contact is made'i. T+AT is then obviously equal to the
surface temperature if no deflection occurs. To minimize this in-
convenient UT the junction should be adjusted at a point as near

theS.U,r .fa ge,s,a.,S,,i,'t.d,Oe,S,,nO.t,,S.e".,Lb,i,Y,,aff,Cgt,h,e,.S",r,fa.C,e,,t,eM,P,//,',a,t"r,ey

measuring surface temperatures along a steam-fed tube with varying
thickness (with conical bore), using an iron-constantan element and
a millivoltmeter. The value extrapolated to zero thickness was
found tO be 100Å}10C. An automatic rapid performance of the
instrument is in view.

    The present investigation was carried out by the Education Ministry
grant fqr natural science.

  1. This is clue to the temperature gradient in the ambient air ancl to the radin-
tion from the sur-face, apaTt from irre,gular air draughts. dT depends on the speed
of approach and apparently also on the quickness of response on the part of the nieter.


